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Shining Through the Years
Bringing Sisterhood to Life

A Vision Becomes Reality

Marian Johnson Frutiger, Gamma Gamma, continues to touch the lives of Sigma Kappa members.

The authors of Order of the Triangle Ceremony. Front row (L-R): Marian Johnson Frutiger, Gamma Gamma, and Helen Tousses Manlove, Alpha Nu. Back row (L-R): Nell Jean Muelbrad, Gamma Chi Sheryl Wilson, Gamma Chi, Sharon Burner Wilson, Gamma Chi, and Glenna Gindorf Pierpont, Gamma Chi.

Throughout her life, Marian Johnson Frutiger, Gamma Gamma, brought sisterhood to life through her commitment to Sigma Kappa Sorority. Marian shared her time, her talents, and her treasure to ensure the success of the Sorority and the sisters that she cherished.

While serving as national ritual chairman, Marian was asked by national council to develop a ceremony affirming that the bond of Sigma Kappa grows stronger and more special with time. That ceremony, created with Marian’s guidance by six women from the Houston Alumnae Chapter, was accepted as a part of the Sigma Kappa ritual in 1978. Today, the words of the Order of the Triangle continue to influence the lives of Sigma Kappa members.

In over 20 years of service as a collegiate province officer, Marian’s witty, fun-loving personality afforded many collegiate women the opportunity to see sisterhood in action. Marian was a role model and a mentor to many alumnae as well. Described by her peers as “a woman with a positive mindset,” Marian believed in the value of Sigma Kappa membership. Jane Kramer Allan, Alpha Iota, worked with Marian as a collegiate province officer and shared, “Everyone who met Marian fell in love with her.”

Marian’s love for her sorority was evident when, in a bequest to Sigma Kappa, she provided an ongoing gift of scholarships and educational programming. Marian’s own words, from the installation of Gamma Chi Chapter, Stephen F. Austin State University, summed up her feelings about Sigma Kappa. She said, “Our five Founders were young ladies of action and vision, and on that night of November 9, 1874, they banded together to form the Sigma Kappa sisterhood...A vision that become a bond that would forever hold Sigma Kappa together! Thus, a vision or dream has become reality...Yes! With One Heart, One Way!”

By Jordan Duffie Bentlage, Theda Upsilon
Sigma Kappa Triangle editor
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Sigma Kappa Triangle Corrections

Anne Weaver Booske, Gamma Epsilon, was listed with the incorrect chapter of initiation in the autumn 2002 issue.

The North Harris County Alumnae Chapter was not listed as having won the Alumnae Panhellenic Award.

The Sigma Kappa Triangle staff regrets and apologizes for these errors.
To the editor,
In all the years I have received your publication, this is the first time I've written regarding an article. The "Keeping the Promise, Alumnae Influencing the Lives of Others" was the best thing I could ever read in an alumnae magazine. I enjoyed it immensely. Please keep these sort of inspiring articles coming.

Virginia Rocha
Lambda,
University of California, Berkeley

To the editor,
Just wanted to let you know that I love the cover on the most recent Triangle. Caryl D'hondt is the epitome of sisterhood and Sigma Kappa for me. Thank you for sharing.

Jennifer Painter
Epsilon Zeta,
Western Kentucky University
Collegiate Province Officer

To the editor,
Sigma Kappa has reached a very important milestone and it is one that should be celebrated. Six years ago when National Council established 3.0 as a national scholarship goal, many thought it impossible. It gives me great pleasure to report that Sigma Kappa has achieved a 3.0 overall gpa.

It was Walt Disney who said, "It's kind of fun to do the impossible." What was once thought to be impossible is now a reality. Congratulations to all our chapters for their dedication to scholastic excellence.

Chris Coleman
Epsilon Epsilon,
The University of Georgia
Director of Scholarship

Dear Sigma Kappa sisters,

Sigma Kappa Sorority has been 'Shining Through the Years' since our founding. Whether scholastically, socially, or philanthropically, we have much to be proud of as members of this premier organization. This issue focuses on how Sigma Kappa continues to shine brightly 128 years after its founding.

Sigma Kappa collegiate members have been improving scholastically; in Spring 2001, we reached the goal of a 3.0 overall gpa. On page 19, read how our chapters continue 'Reaching for the Stars' to achieve the Sigma Kappa Standards of Excellence Award.

Sigma Kappa alumnae and collegians have been very successful philanthropically, volunteering over 96,000 hours in the past year. We have donated thousands of items to the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society since its adoption as a national philanthropy in 1918. Since 1984, Sigma Kappa has worked side by side with the national Alzheimer's Association, contributing over a million dollars to Alzheimer's Disease research.

Page 29 honors our 75-Year and 50-Year members who inspire us to remember that Sigma Kappa is a lifetime commitment. Congratulations to the women initiated in 1927 and 1952.

I hope you enjoy this issue of the Sigma Kappa Triangle. The spring 2003 issue will feature a story about the importance of our legacies and the recruitment dates for our collegiate chapters.

The mission of the Sigma Kappa Triangle
To provide a vehicle for an active exchange of information significant to Sigma Kappa membership.

Jordan Bentlage
Theta Upsilon
Sigma Kappa Triangle editor
sktriangle@sigmakappa.org
National Panhellenic Conference
International Badge Day

On March 3, 2003, all NPC member fraternities and sororities will share their Panhellenic spirit by proudly wearing their badge or letters. Celebrating its centennial year in 2002, NPC continues to build new traditions for the future. There is much to be proud of on International Badge Day. The member organizations of the NPC encourage women to become confident leaders on their campuses and in their communities. Membership in a Greek organization fosters community responsibility, philanthropic efforts, and a better understanding of the priceless gift of lifetime friendship.

Sigma Kappa Chapters
Celebrating Milestone Anniversaries in 2003

75-Years
Alpha Phi, University of Oregon
April 28

25-Years
Zeta Mu, University of California, San Diego
June 3
Zeta Nu, University of Texas at San Antonio
September 9

The United States Postal Service requires every publisher of a Periodicals publication to file Form 3526 (Statement of Ownership, Management, and Circulation) at the post office of original entry. Below is Form 3526 that was submitted by the Sigma Kappa Triangle.
Louise Maves Drane, 
*Gamma Zeta,* Northern Illinois University, traveled to the Republic of Georgia this summer with the Peachtree Road United Methodist Church (PRUMC) on a humanitarian mission.

Jan Potter McCarthy, 
*Epsilon Epsilon,* The University of Georgia, was elected president of the South Carolina Education Association (SCEA). Jan has taught American government in Georgia and South Carolina for 24 years. She has served on the SCEA board of directors and as president of the Irmo-Chapin Education Association.

Phyllis Schneider, 
*Delta Theta,* Truman State University, received the 2002 Athena Leadership Award for St. Charles County, MO, in recognition of her leadership role in the county. Phyllis is the vice president of marketing and administration for the Economic Development Center of St. Charles County and has been active in many civic organizations.

The Athena Award Program is designed to recognize those who contribute to the development of leadership roles for women in the business community through commitment to the community, excellence in their profession, and mentoring others.

Barbara Manes Campbell, 
*Delta Iota,* Southwest Missouri State University, has spent the past five years researching the Pettis County, MO, history and putting it into images on the walls of the Pettis County Courthouse, in Sedalia. She painted 40 images on canvas at her home and then delivered the canvases to the courthouse. The courthouse was designed for artwork when it was built in 1922, but they were never painted. The paintings captured Sedalia's past, present, and future.

Martha Wilkie Lewis, 
*Gamma Iota,* Texas Tech University, received the Music for Healing and Transition Program (MHTP) Award of Excellence. MHTP, a national non-profit organization is a course of study taught throughout the country certifying musicians to provide live music as a service to create healing environments for the ill and dying.

Martha has served as national executive director and on the board of directors of MHTP. She is currently serving as a full-time minister of Christian Education for St. Paul's Episcopal Church in Waco, TX.

Sandra Parrish Rink, 
*Epsilon Epsilon,* The University of Georgia, was recently awarded a regional Edward R. Murrow Award for a compilation entry in "Best Use of Sound." The prestigious award by the Radio and Television News Directors Association is judged regionally each year with winners automatically considered for a national award.

Sandra has been a reporter for an Atlanta radio station since 1995 and has won numerous awards from the Associated Press.

Jane Valentine Forvilly, 
*Alpha Nu,* University of Montana, was recently selected as the first recipient of the “McManus Distinguished Service Award.” The award recognizes career achievement, excellence, and distinguished contribution to music education in Oregon. Jane taught for two years in Montana before moving to Oregon where she taught for 30-years.

Jane directed music ensembles that earned consistently high ratings, was originator of “clarinet days” at the University of Oregon and Portland State University, and was the first woman invited to membership in the Northwest Band Master Association of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho.

Melissa Smisko, 
*Delta Rho,* James Madison University, participated in the filming of the documentary of "The Ship," that aired on the History Channel. The documentary was a recreation of Captain James Cook's Journey from Australia to Indonesia when he and his crew discovered the east coast of Australia and claimed it for the British Crown.

Melissa was part of a crew of forty that journeyed back in time to live the life and sail the seas the way Captain Cook and his crew did in the 18th century.
Shining Through the Years
Sigma Kappa’s History of Philanthropic Service

by Linda Stansberry Bobo, Delta Chi, Sigma Kappa Triangle Features Editor

Through the years, service and philanthropy have equaled caring, loving, and giving for the members of Sigma Kappa Sorority. For over a hundred years, Sigma Kappa has been involved in serving others. In 1918, Sigma Kappa adopted the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society (MSCMS) as the first national philanthropy. Gerontology was added in 1954. Thirty years later, in 1984, Alzheimer’s Disease research captured Sigma Kappa’s attention and became the third philanthropy. Finally, Inherit the Earth was adopted in 1992. Sigma Kappa’s commitment to volunteerism and financial support for these national philanthropies provide numerous opportunities for alumnae and collegians.

Prior to the adoption of the first official philanthropy, Sigma Kappas at the thirty-seventh convention in 1911 voted to give altruistic work official recognition by affirming that “during the next year each active and alumnae chapter pledge itself to do at least one philanthropic act.” In response, Sigma Kappas supervised a sewing school in Waterville, Maine; entertained patients at the Boston Home of Incurables; and established a social settlement in the poorest district of Syracuse, New York.

Loyalty to these causes was the springboard to create a humanitarian interest for the Sorority as a whole, yet without sacrificing all efforts in local philanthropy. The Grand Council considered a vast field of worthy endeavors and presented the opportunities of the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society to the forty-first convention of Sigma Kappa. In honor of our five founders from Maine, the 1918 convention adopted the Mission as the Sorority’s first national philanthropy.

“Since 1911, for nearly a century, the outpouring of good will from Sigma Kappa chapters around the nation has been astounding,” said Gary DeLong, Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society executive director. Each day, care packages from Sorority members are delivered to the Mission’s door containing gifts for the home-bound elderly, isolated island populations and children in need who would otherwise be forgotten during the Holidays. The MSCMS’s purpose is to bring humanitarian aid, spiritual comfort, hope, encouragement, and strength to thousands each year along coastal Maine. The Mission allows the sick to be visited, the needy to be clothed, and the hungry to be fed.

Annually, Sigma Kappa members provide a monetary gift as well as contributing thousands of boxes of donated items to the Holiday Program. This seacoast island program reaches over 3,000 home-bound elderly, children, and families each year. Traditionally wrapped in white paper and tied with red string, the Mission’s gifts provide families with a sense of self-worth rather than disappointment during the Holidays. The elderly and families are touched by the generosity shown each year by Sigma Kappa members. MSCMS Executive Director Gary DeLong said, “without a doubt, the success of the Mission’s outreach to those in need is due in large part to Sigma Kappa Sorority’s extraordinary support.”

It is not uncommon for Sigma Kappas to visit Maine during summer. Sorority periodicals record visits from Sigma Kappas in the early 1900’s. Many of these women have passed along their
Learning While Serving

Historically, members of Sigma Kappa volunteer hundreds of hours each year to serve senior living and Alzheimer’s care facilities. In 2001, alumnae and collegians reported over 47,000 hours of gerontology-related activities. Given the commitment of the members, it seemed appropriate that the summer conferences, convention and College Officer’s Training School (COTS), would offer programming to support Sigma Kappa’s interest in gerontology and Alzheimer’s disease.

At COTS 1999, a pre-conference program was organized for collegians and alumnae. Sponsored by the Sigma Kappa Foundation, the first Learning While Serving (LWS) was developed by Angela Guillory, Delta Mu. “In designing the program, it was important to achieve three outcomes. First, that the activity meet an actual need. Second, that the activity allow members to learn more about the people and the disease. Third, that our members have an opportunity to reflect on the experience and its impact on their personal perspective.”

Angela continued, “We hoped that the experience would be so meaningful that our members would then duplicate the program in their own communities.”

At convention 2002, LWS was held at ENCORE senior living facility. Thirty-six alumnae and collegians hosted an ice cream social and a sing-along with the residents. One member stated, “I would definitely participate in the future. It was a rewarding experience to see the residents smile and to interact with them. I feel we enhanced their lives and brought them joy. I would recommend this activity to all my sisters.”

Sigma Kappa Foundation President Jane Kramer Allan, Alpha Iota, said, “Learning While Serving is a wonderful educational experience, and it shows how the philanthropic endeavors sponsored by the Sigma Kappa Foundation help others. The Foundation is delighted to be able to offer Sigma Kappa members the opportunity to participate in this valuable program.”

impressions to the Sorority, validating the needs and affirming the fine work being done there. Rev. DeLong continues, “It is a reassuring and rewarding feeling to know that the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society has this powerful network of nationwide support which, for some women, grows into a lifelong loyalty.”

In the 1950’s Sigma Kappas were asked to consider volunteer work in gerontology, not as a replacement for the MSCMS, but in addition to it. A June 1955 Sigma Kappa Trianglette reported that alumnae and collegiate chapters were enthusiastically supportive of this added opportunity for service both locally and nationally. Members visited with the elderly, addressed and mailed greeting cards, shopped for shut-ins, donated books and magazines to care facilities, and presented holiday programs for residents in nursing homes. Still today, Sigma Kappas nationwide are sharing these same activities in addition to chapters coordinating Adopt-a-Grandparent programs or hosting Senior Proms with local care facilities.

When Alzheimer’s Disease was approved in 1984 as a new focus of Sigma Kappa’s philanthropy, it was a natural companion to our members’ previous work with gerontology. The longtime dean of the confirmed conventionites and editor of the Sigma Kappa Triangle for 48 years, Frances “Speed” Baker, Psi, had recently been diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease, and this deeply affected many Sigma Kappas who loved and respected her. Members of all ages organized city and campus fundraisers, sponsored speakers for educational seminars on Alzheimer’s Disease, and devoted personal time to working with Alzheimer’s victims or their families.

Sandra Koch Drake, Gamma Theta, and collegian enjoyed spending time with a resident of the ENCORE senior living facility in Scottsdale, AZ, during Learning While Serving.

In support of Sigma Kappa’s commitment to finding a cure for Alzheimer’s Disease, chapters began selling lollipops in the fall of 1984 to raise money for research. That first year $5,000 was donated to the newly organized Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association (ADRDA). Since that initial gift, Sigma Kappa has become one of the world’s largest contributors to Alzheimer’s Disease research in the world contributing over a million dollars collectively.

In the summer of 2000, Sigma Kappa and the national Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association developed a powerful new partnership, which has enabled Sigma Kappa’s efforts and funds to stretch even further in battling Alzheimer’s Disease and related disorders. Recognized as a “Partner in Progress” by the national Alzheimer’s Association, Sigma Kappa Foundation pledged to contribute $50,000 annually to fund research projects at the national level. This grant complemented Sigma
Kappa's significant prior support of Alzheimer's Disease and gerontology-related research.

The first researcher to benefit from the generosity of the Sigma Kappa grant was Dr. Rhonda L. Akkerman, Ph.D., who works at the University of Texas-Houston. Dr. Akkerman's project "Managing Anxiety in Caregivers of Alzheimer's Disease Patients: An Intervention" recognized the significant stress and anxiety associated with caregiving. With over four million Americans suffering from Alzheimer's Disease, Dr. Akkerman's research is not only timely but valuable.

"The Alzheimer's Association is proud to count Sigma Kappa among our largest membership organization donors," says Sally McMillan, associate director of corporate and foundation relations for the ADRDA. "A core goal of our Association's mission is to enhance care possible for individuals with Alzheimer's Disease."

Sigma Kappa members have also generously given their time and talents for the local Alzheimer's Association chapters and the Memory Walk. In 2001, nearly 14,000 hours were volunteered nationwide for the Alzheimer's Association. The dollars raised at each local Memory Walk stay in that particular community to help create and maintain vital Alzheimer-related programs and services. Sigma Kappa members often assist with planning, publicity, or fundamental logistics for the Memory Walk.

Ms. McMillan was eager to acknowledge the tremendous impact of Sigma Kappa's efforts on behalf of the Alzheimer's Association. She said, "Philanthropy and service are not empty words for Sigma Kappa members; they are commitments fulfilled year after year."

Rounding out Sigma Kappa's dedication to gerontology as a national philanthropy was the addition of Inherit the Earth.

Unveiled at the 1992 national convention, Inherit the Earth offers Sigma Kappas the opportunity to collaborate with local senior citizens while taking an active role in community-based environmental service projects. Sigma Kappa's Inherit the Earth includes projects such as recycling, preventing pollution, protecting wildlife, conserving energy, planting trees or flowers, creating activity modules for schools, cleaning up beaches, vacant lots or roadsides, and participating in community-sponsored environmental programs.

Sigma Kappa members have much to be proud of with the Sorority's involvement in national philanthropy projects and the continued participation of members in their local communities. Last year, Sigma Kappa's collegiate and alumnae chapters volunteered over 96,000 hours to philanthropy projects and contributed over $275,000 in addition to the significant contributions of the Sigma Kappa Foundation.

Clearly, Sigma Kappa's mission of "service for the greater good" inspires members throughout their lifetime. Alumnae and collegians have embraced the concept of serving others while understanding the value of their ongoing philanthropic contributions. Nationally, Sigma Kappas make a real difference on their campuses and in their communities. Sigma Kappa members truly continue shining through the years in philanthropy and service to others.

"Philanthropy and service are not empty words for Sigma Kappa members; they are commitments fulfilled year after year."

Sally McMillan, associate director of corporate and foundation relations for the Alzheimer's Association
Reaching for the Stars
Sigma Kappa collegiate chapters strive to receive a Standards of Excellence Award

Sigma Kappa collegiate chapters are reaching for the stars and continue to shine brightly within the national organization. These stars illuminate our Sorority every year through Sigma Kappa's Standards of Excellence.

In 1995, Sigma Kappa Sorority developed Standards of Excellence (SOE) as a means for each collegiate chapter to measure their successes and endeavors while striving to uphold the vision of Sigma Kappa. A vision that states, "Sigma Kappa is to be a premier Sorority forever achieving excellence in our chapters and among members and influencing the lives of others."

Standards of Excellence examines each chapter's operations regarding scholarship, new member education, recruitment, member development, chapter management, social responsibility, alumnae relations, Greek participation, college/university relations, philanthropic service, and ritual.

The levels are as follows:
- Three Star Standards of Excellence
- Two Star Standards of Excellence
- One Star Standards of Excellence
- Minimum Standards

Maintaining and improving the quality of every collegiate chapter's sorority experience, Standards of Excellence helps chapters assess their performance on an annual basis by developing standards of best practice. Each collegian contributes to the commitment of attaining these standards by establishing chapter goals, increasing effective programming, building morale and pride, and protecting our Sorority's high ideals.

Kelly Harp Haber, Beta Epsilon, collegiate province officer, stated, "Standards of Excellence is a challenging program to encourage our collegiate chapters to reach their highest potential. SOE truly sets the standards that Sigma Kappa Sorority wants to achieve with a system that is manageable and organized for collegiate chapters to understand and follow through."

Collegiate chapters not meeting minimum standards are provided assistance and training to improve chapter management. Goals for improvement are discussed and action plans are developed for each objective to be met.

Jane Burton Cooper, Omega, national vice president for collegiate chapters said, "Standards of Excellence allows each collegiate chapter to be measured by the same yardstick. It gives them an opportunity to visually track their successes."

Standards of Excellence allows us to recognize and take pride in the accomplishments of the collegians. Over the past six years, Sigma Kappa chapters have made significant strides in achieving these high ideals. In 2001, over 40 collegiate chapters increased their Standards of Excellence rating. In 1995, no chapters achieved the 3 Star standards, 2% achieved the 2 Star standards, and 4% achieved the 1 Star standards. This year, Sigma Kappa chapters were reaching for the stars with 17% at the 1 Star level, 12% at the 2 Star level, and 6% at the 3 Star level of excellence.

"Standards of Excellence is a great way to get our collegiate chapters motivated. Each year collegiate chapters strive to do even more to reach the next level of excellence, which in turn helps the chapter grow stronger and develop better leaders," said, Laura Owsley, Alpha Chi, collegiate district director.

Editors note: For more information about the Sigma Kappa Standards of Excellence visit the Web site at www.sigmakappa.org/currents/index.html and click on Sigma Kappa Triangle.
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Members of Mu (University of Washington) took a moment to pose for a photo during formal recruitment.

Members of Alpha Gamma (Washington State University) were excited to meet their new members on Bid Day.

Sigma Kappa congratulates the 2001 Standards of Excellence chapters for their continued excellence and encourages all chapters to keep “reaching for the stars.”

Standards of Excellence chapters are designated by stars:

- ★ One Star Level
- ★★ Two Star Level
- ★★★ Three Star Level

The George Washington University  Z
Liza Lomberto
Washington, DC – The spring semester ended with a beautiful formal at the Kennedy Center Rooftop Terrace. A special family weekend brunch was planned for parents and siblings of chapter members.

University of California, Berkeley  Λ
Darragh Steeth
Berkeley, CA – Amanda Garrett was an academic achiever for Spring, 2002. This was University of California, Berkeley’s first year of “no frills” formal recruitment. The chapter declared it a success with 39 new members and appreciates the help of local alumnae during recruitment. During pre-recruitment, chapter members went white-water rafting on the American River as a sisterhood event.

Washington State University  AT
Sandra Lupp
Pullman, WA – Formal recruitment started off with work week. The chapter’s new recruitment advisor, Cynthia Gass Johnson, Alpha Omega, did a great job preparing the members for recruitment. For Bid Day, initiated members and new members went on a sisterhood cruise on Lake Coeur d’Alene in Idaho.

Iowa State University  AE
Samantha Sexton
Ames, IA – Formal Recruitment was outstanding for the Alpha Epsilon Chapter at Iowa State University. The chapter made quota plus, adding 24 new members into our mystic bond.

University of Michigan  AM
Rachel Dorman
Ann Arbor, MI – Sarah Boot is the new Student Body President for University of Michigan.

Westminster College  AS
Jess Young
New Wilmington, PA – Over the summer, chapter members and alumnae participated in several informal get-togethers. The chapter welcomed eight new members and went on a sisterhood event to Maraine State Park.

Alpha Chi (Georgetown College) chapter held a spring sisterhood retreat at Natural Bridge State Park.
Georgetown College*** AX
Anne Davis
Georgetown, KY – Members assisted at Theta Rho Chapter's, University of Kentucky, formal recruitment.

Porter Houston, Lindy Settle, and MegAnn Leigh were chosen as President's Ambassadors. Chapter alumnae and collegians gathered for a picnic at Veterans Park in Lexington, KY.

Louisiana Tech University* BE
Merideth Scott
Ruston, LA – The chapter had the highest GPA in the entire Greek system for the spring 2002 quarter. Local Sigma Kappa alumnae helped the chapter get ready for recruitment by participating in mock recruitment.

University of Massachusetts, Amherst BH
Kara Jagieliski
Amherst, MA – At convention, the chapter was presented with the Just One Recruitment Award for a 65% per capita increase. Chapter members were very excited and look forward to achieving this honor again.

Marietta College** BΘ
Erin Getty
Marietta, OH – The chapter's GPA improved to the second highest of all sororities on campus. Chapter members participated in activities with residents at a local nursing home such as giving facials and manucures and playing bingo. President

Jennifer Steiger spent part of the summer in Brazil, teaching English to children. During the summer, the chapter house stairs and hallways were recarpeted, and the exterior was repainted.

Culver-Stockton College*** BM
Amanda Crump
Canton, MO – Members participated in Wildcat Welcome Weekend, a three-day orientation for new students. Ashley Ingram and Jessica Wright have been selected to perform in “Everyman,” one of the college’s fall plays.

The University of Memphis BΞ
Mary Stevenson
Memphis, TN – Chapter members are planning the second annual Chili Cookoff and hosting the annual Senior Prom at a local retirement home.

Purdue University* BΣ
Leslie Barrs
West Lafayette, IN – The chapter improved its overall GPA. Ann Blakley, Jenny Surratt, Marissa Tanzillo, Amanda Nitz, Jen Swaim, and Alyssa Wycoff all earned a 4.0. The local alumnae chapter hosted a pizza party for the chapter during the first days back at school in the fall.

Beta Omega (University of Nebraska at Omaha) chapter prepared to meet the potential members before their Total Recruitment Live event.
Gamma Beta (Western Michigan University) chapter members participated in the Alzheimer's Disease Memory Walk.

Nikki Smith and Katie Gerhard (left) celebrated the achievements of Gamma Epsilon (Indiana University of Pennsylvania) chapter with advisors Colleen Meise, Theta Chi, and Janel Reedy, Theta Chi.

Members of Gamma Lambda (East Tennessee State University) chapter at the summer recruitment retreat in Gatlinburg, TN.

University of California, Santa Barbara BX
Dianna Evans
Santa Barbara, CA – Cara Egan-Williams was one of the coordinators of "Take Back the Night." It included speeches, music, and a march around town at sunset.

Jacklyn Pink spoke on women’s issues and how to protect oneself from sexual offenders. The chapter held a sisterhood banquet where members exchanged gifts, received awards, and read senior wills. The chapter also sponsored a Greek Party for graduating senior chapter members. Chapter members participated in intramural softball.

University of Nebraska at Omaha* BΩ
Kari Morse
Omaha, NE – Formal recruitment preparation week activities included mock recruitment with alumnae and members’ moms, lunch with sisters, Taco Tuesday, a movie night, and attendance at the Maverick football home opener. Bid day activities included a ride on Ollie the Trolley, lunch with sisters, and miniature golf. Members participated in a sisterhood retreat at Worlds of Fun during spring semester.

University of Northern Colorado GA
Patty Stroud
Greeley, CO – Members participated in the University Welcome Week event. Activities included an all campus barbecue, a casino night, a fall bazaar, and a hypnotist. Andy Whightman, Antia Molina, and Meghan Halstead were awarded Freshman honors. Patty Stroud was inducted into the Senior Honor Society. Antia Molina and Sara Seely earned the outstanding business student award. The chapter earned the second highest GPA among all sororities. During Week of Giving the chapter went to the Bonnell Nursing Home to volunteer time with the residents there.

Western Michigan University GB
Katie Kennedy
Kalamazoo, MI – The chapter improved its overall GPA. Kelly Otterbein and Sarah Longton were initiated into Phi Sigma Theta National Honor Society. In early fall semester, chapter members participated in the annual Bronco Bash and distributed flyers promoting Panhellenic involvement and recruitment.

Indiana State University* IT
Anna Schillmeit
Terre Haute, IN – The chapter had the third highest GPA among all sororities. During the summer, the chapter had a joint recruitment retreat with Gamma Eta Chapter, Ball State University, at the Gamma Gamma chapter house. The chapter’s formal recruitment theme was “Sigma Kappa in the City.” The local alumnae chapter held a cookout to welcome the chapter back to campus.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania  
Nikki Smith  
Indiana, PA – Nikki Smith earned a 4.0 GPA. Changes to the suite included new carpeting, painted walls, and new furniture. Several chapter members worked with physically and mentally challenged patients at Passavant Memorial Homes in Greensburg, PA. Formal recruitment included assistance from Courtney Panik, Alpha Sigma, chapter consultant.

California State University, Long Beach  
Heather Olson  
Long Beach, CA – The chapter placed first scholastically among all sororities and was awarded the President’s Cup by Panhellenic Council for overall excellence among Panhellenic members. During the summer months, chapter members hosted an ice cream social for residents of a home for young women with kidney problems. Chapter members also donated party dresses for these women to wear to a prom.

Midwestern State University  
Kristin Woods  
Wichita Falls, TX – The chapter participated in Panhellenic recruitment and made quota to maintain its status as the largest chapter at Midwestern State University. The chapter had the highest new member GPA of all sororities.

California University of Pennsylvania  
Andrea Hewish  
California, PA – Over the summer, chapter members had a sisterhood event at Kennywood Amusement Park. Many sisters helped freshmen on Move-In Day, and then attended the President’s Welcome Picnic. The chapter sponsored the University’s annual Health Fair.
Delta Tau (University of Central Arkansas) members assisted Theta Tau (Kansas State University) chapter during recruitment.

Delta Chi (University of Central Oklahoma) members took a break from making snow globes and door hangers during Philanthropy Night.

Christine Brock and Shelley Sehorn accepted a Three Star Standards of Excellence Award on behalf of Epsilon Alpha (Lenoir-Rhyne College) chapter.

Central Michigan University
Melissa Knaus
Mount Pleasant, MI – The chapter ended the semester as campus champions in soccer and winning Greek Week for the second consecutive year. The chapter participated in several events, including Freshman Move-In, Adopt-a-Highway, and the CROP Walk. The chapter used recruitment to create gift baskets to send to the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society. Members continued to promote strong sisterhood through a weekend retreat to a cottage and a Homecoming Alumnae Welcome Brunch.

Southwest Missouri State University
Kelly Cox
Springfield, MO – For the seventh consecutive semester, the chapter's gpa ranked first among all sororities. Alumnae assisted with recruitment events including mock recruitment. The chapter pledged the quota of 31 new members and membership is above campus total. During Philanthropy Day, we organized toiletries that were donated by local businesses and sent to the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society.

Truman State University**
Lauren Lundry
Kirksville, MO – Chapter members went boating and swimming this summer with members of the advisory board. Several collegiate and alumnae members met for dinner in Kansas City, MO, over the summer.

University of Central Oklahoma
Crystal Reich
Edmond, OK – During fall formal recruitment, potential new members and chapter members made snow globes out of recycled baby food jars. These will be distributed as gifts at the Carriage Inn Retirement Center at Christmas. Door hangers were also made during recruitment and given to the Carriage Inn Retirement Center residents on Bid Day as a sisterhood event with new members. Bid Day ended with a cookout which included music provided by a live band.

Malcolm University
Caro Belmosto
Harrisonburg, VA – The chapter's formal recruitment theme was “Sigma Kappa in the City.” Plans are underway for a new member sisterhood retreat.

Radford University**
Joanna Fletcher
Radford, VA - Emily Hale and Maggie Holliman earned recognition in the local newspaper for their contributions and those of Delta Psi chapter to our community.
The University of Georgia
Erin Cox
Athens, GA - Erin Cox was named a Presidential Scholar. An alumnae day was held during Pre-Recruitment Week. Alumnae and members participated in role-playing to practice for formal recruitment. The chapter met quota with 59 new members. The chapter sponsored a Mystic Pizza Party for the new member classes of several Greek organizations.

Western Kentucky University
Leann Harip
Bowling Green, KY - The chapter kicked off the semester by participating in Farmhouse Putt-Putt and Sigma Chi Derby Days. Chapter members also volunteered at Wellington Park, a local Alzheimer's Disease care facility. Other philanthropy activities included Bowl for Kid's Sake and working with the local humane society.

University of Missouri
Renee Spurlin
Columbia, MO - The chapter joined other sororities on campus for a Back to School Bid Day Bash with new members. Potential members made picture frames to take to nursing homes during recruitment. The chapter's sisterhood event was a back to school party at the beginning of fall semester.

California State University, Fullerton
Deborah Quinto
Fullerton, CA - The new member retreat included a trip to Disneyland and a beach bonfire. The chapter house was renovated over the summer by chapter members and alumnae. The renovations included paint, new furniture, new accent pieces, and cleaning to prepare the house for fall recruitment. The chapter's new house director is Judy Ravert.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Cheryl Penaloza
Blacksburg, VA - Megan Bolen was initiated into the Mortar Board Senior National Honor Society. The chapter was excited to return to a newly painted chapter room. The chapter is making plans for the first annual Kick in the Grass philanthropy event.

California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo
Emily Berenberg
San Luis Obispo, CA - Philanthropy Co-Chairmen Lei-Lani Keelan and Kim Ashburn organized chapter members to participate in the Alzheimer's Disease Memory Walk.

The Epsilon Tau (California State University, Fullerton) chapter worked hard during a summer recruitment workshop.

Members of Epsilon Chi (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University) chapter participated in the Alzheimer's Disease Memory Walk.

Theta Alpha (Appalachian State University) chapter hosted a "70's Display Party" recruitment event.
Randi Forbey, Rachel Leber, Tami Etheridge, and Nicole Nash participated in the Theta Beta (University of LaVerne) chapter tradition of rock painting.

Anna Grigorian and Cyndi Maurer celebrated at Theta Epsilon's (University of California, Riverside) Big Sis/Lil Sis revealing.

Indiana University Southeast
Amy Nichols
New Albany, IN – The chapter won numerous awards at the Student Recognition Banquet, including the award for Outstanding Community Service. Amy Smith received the Outstanding Student Ambassador Award, and Corinne Rainville was named Female Intramural Athlete of the Year. Denise Neawedde achieved a 4.0 GPA.

Babson College
Neesha Modi
Wellesley, MA – Chapter members organized a blood drive with the American Red Cross. Allison Cady studied in England for the summer as part of Babson College's Honors Program. Quratulann Chaudhary won the Sigma Kappa Most Valuable Greek Award at this year's Greek Week events. The chapter instituted a recycling program in the Sigma Kappa tower. Sigma Kappa alumnae joined collegians at a semi-annual barbecue to celebrate Bid Day. Renovations in the Sigma Kappa tower included new wiring, carpeting, and repainting.

Elmhurst College
Sarah Kiefer
Elmhurst, IL – Courtney Schrimer placed 3rd in the nation at a national karate tournament. In the fall, the members supported the New Student Orientation by participating in the Greek Ice Cream Social. Members dipped scoops of ice cream for potential new members.

Angel State University
Tracie Morrison
San Angelo, TX – The chapter participated in four campus previews. Local alumnae helped the chapter prepare for recruitment and Molly Techau, Alpha Chi, field consultant, visited the chapter during work week. Stephanie Woods and Raegan Rainwater earned a 4.0 during 2002 spring semester.

University of Texas at San Antonio
Julia Hernandez
San Antonio, TX – Chapter members were excited to achieve our record high GPA and place third among all sororities on campus. The chapter held six recruitment workshops during the summer. Chapter members participated in the Week of Welcome celebration by hosting recruitment information tables.

Appalachian State University
Meredith Burris
Boone, NC – Chapter members started the school year by participating in a campus band party to welcome new freshmen and also in a Walk for Awareness to remind students of the importance of safety. The chapter started an Adopt-A-Grandparent program.
State University of New York College at Fredonia ΘI
Lindsay Holderle
Fredonia, NY - The chapter honored alumnae with a picnic and held Order of the Triangle for eight chapter members. Melissa Gallineau and Katherine Quattrini were selected for the “Summer in the City” program and taught summer school in New York City.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology ΘA
Heather Sites
Cambridge, MA - The chapter held its annual Late Night campus wide talent show to benefit Alzheimer's Disease research. The event was especially successful this year with a local radio station, WAAF, sponsoring a campus invasion to generate more publicity. The grand prize winners received a trip to Disney World.

University of North Carolina at Charlotte* ΘM
Sara Hilyard
Charlotte, NC - This year's Panhellenic recruitment theme is “Individually Unique, Together Complete.” The local alumnae chapter hosted a luau for the chapter. The chapter participated in a sisterhood retreat and weekly dinners.

Auburn University ΘΣ
Julie Schultz
Auburn, AL - Formal recruitment’s “I Love New York” theme was successful. Bid day ended with the new members joining us for a slumber party in the chapter room. Mandy DeFazio was named executive vice president for Panhellenic, and Kellie Faulkner was named a computer analyst for Panhellenic.

State University of New York College at Geneseo ΘΠ
Rachel Baldassaro
Geneseo, NY - The chapter moved to a new house over the summer. The past several months have been spent decorating and making the new house feel as comfortable as the old one. The fall formal recruitment theme was “Sigma Kappas Take Manhattan.” Plans are in the works for a ten year alumnae reunion.

University of Kentucky ΘP
Jessie Lloyd
Lexington, KY - Chapter members increased their overall GPA. The campus had its largest formal recruitment ever, and the chapter is looking forward to getting to know our new members. Several sisterhood events are planned for the coming semester.

Kansas State University ΘT
Tina Deines
Manhattan, KS - The chapter received an award from the Sigma Kappa Foundation for its 2001 Lollipop Campaign. Preparations are being made for the chapter’s annual philanthropy, Mud Bowl.

Members of Theta Xi (Auburn University) enjoyed tailgating on the Plains in Auburn.

Alumnae and new members of Theta Mu (University of North Carolina at Charlotte) chapter got to know each other at an alumnae/new member picnic.

Several members of the Theta Rho (University of Kentucky) new member class took time out on Bid Day for a group picture.
Theta Tau (Kansas State University) members Pam Mosher, Christin Parsons, Kelly Gottschalk, Candice Spear, and Tracey Pfannenstiel after a formal chapter.

Theta Chi (West Virginia University) member Elizabeth Nutter, Susan Horwatt, and Dee Dee Thomey pose for a picture at a recent chapter formal.

Kappa Alpha (Northwest Missouri State University) advisors and collegians. Barb Walk, Lindsay Washam, Lucie King, and Kristal Turner Myers, at convention in Scottsdale, AZ.

West Virginia University əkX
Meredith Reynolds
Morgantown, WV – At the annual Greek Awards Banquet, the chapter received the award for Outstanding Chapter. This is the second time the chapter has won this award in its eleven years on campus. To promote Greek life, several chapter members participated in the annual Freshman Move-In. Heather Mullally was appointed president of Panhellenic Council. The chapter house received new landscaping for formal recruitment. The chapter collected toiletries to benefit the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society.

Texas Christian University KH
Ashley Edge
Fort Worth, TX – Abby Crawford, Ruth Morris, and Ashley Edge served as Orientation Student Advisors to help incoming freshman adjust to life at Texas Christian University. The chapter exceeded quota with 46 new members.

Saint Louis University KΘ
Stephanie Bernard
Saint Louis, MO – Alison Augustine, Alyssa Barker, Stephanie Bernard, Jayme Frank, Felicia Hill, Jessica Moss, Tara Noyes, Sara Swaggerty, and Amy Wyatt earned 4.0 gpa's. The chapter's gpa increased. Local alumnae participated in fall recruitment preparations by being the audience for the skit and acting as potential members for the conversation workshop. At the end of the recruitment workshops, chapter members went on a float trip as a reward for their hard work.

Grand Valley State University KB
Cosidy VonWoert
Allendale, MI – The chapter earned the second highest gpa of all sororities on campus. Liz Bondie received a resident assistant position this year. Over the summer, members met for a recruitment retreat at a member's cabin. Everyone camped out in tents, went swimming in the local river, and had a great time.
The Sigma Kappa Foundation is pleased to present the 2002-2003 scholarship recipients. Thirty one academic scholarships went to the outstanding collegiate and graduate students listed on the following pages.

Scholarships are one of the many ways that your contributions to the Sigma Kappa Foundation benefit Sigma Kappa members. Foundation scholarships enable these talented and motivated members to pursue their educational goals and objectives. The Sigma Kappa Foundation is honored to assist them in their scholastic endeavors, and we thank you for your continuous support.

In addition to general scholarships, named scholarships are available to Sigma Kappa members. These scholarships are endowed by individuals, advisory and corporation boards, or families and friends of the honoree. They are endowed as chapter specific, major specific, state specific, or interest specific (i.e. volunteerism and academic excellence).

The Sigma Kappa Foundation is excited to announce four newly endowed scholarships available during 2003-2004:

- **Caryl Cordis D'hondt Scholarship** - Theta Chapter
- **Caryl Cordis D'hondt Scholarship** - Beta Nu Chapter
- **Wilma Sackett Dressel Scholarship** - Alpha Tau Chapter
- **Epsilon Tau Scholarship** - Epsilon Tau Chapter
- **Michigan Scholarship** - graduate and undergraduate members attending a Michigan college or university

Look for details on these and all the other scholarships in the January mailing to chapters and advisory boards, or visit us at www.sigmakappafoundation.org.

If you are interested in endowing a scholarship, please contact Tisa Mason, executive director, at national headquarters, (317) 872-3275, ext.14 or at tmason@sigmakappa.org.

Please direct general scholarship questions to Brooke Dailey, foundation services coordinator, at (317) 872-3275, ext. 32. or via e-mail at bdailey@sigmakappa.org.

The Sigma Kappa Foundation welcomes the newly appointed scholarship committee:

- Cheri Morrell De Jong, Epsilon Omega - Chairman
- Sunday Tolleson Bennett, Alpha Gamma
- Annie Siouit Cachearo, Gamma Lambda
- Jeanne Swarneis Derr, Kappa Alpha
- Barbara Princeau Larrabee, Lambda
- Dawn Davis Machiela, Delta Alpha
- Cathy Schweitzer-Toepfer, Epsilon Beta
- Heather Wornoff, Alpha Iota

**Alumnae Continuing Education Scholarship**
Staci Bishop
Theta Upsilon, Bowling Green State University
Masters Program/Social Work

**Alumnae Continuing Education Scholarship**
Teresa Creech Glassman
Gamma Lambda, East Tennessee State University
Masters Program/Adult Education and Human Resource Development

**Alumnae Continuing Education Scholarship**
Rachel Heaney
Gamma Pi, Kentucky Wesleyan College
Masters Program/Public Administration

**Alumnae Continuing Education Scholarship**
Christy Holub
Zeta Iota, Elmhurst College
Masters Program/Dentistry

**Alzheimer's/Gerontology Scholarship**
Lee Adamson
Epsilon Omega, California Polytechnic State University, San Louis Obispo
Masters Program/Graduate Nursing

**Alzheimer's/Gerontology Scholarship**
Kimberly Hill
Delta Psi, Radford University
Masters Program/Speech-Language Pathology

**Not Pictured**
Walta Wilkinson Carmichael Scholarship
Valerie Russell, Kappa Eta, Texas Christian University
Masters Program/Accounting

www.sigmakappafoundation.org
Alzheimer's/Gerontology Scholarship
Sara Amanda Lee
Alpha Chi, Georgetown College
Masters Program/Physical Therapy

Gerontology Scholarship
Sarah Kreicher Litchfield
Epsilon Zeta, Western Kentucky University
Masters Program/Health Care Administration and Spanish

Founders' Scholarship
Kendra Blore
Mu, University of Washington
Business Administration

Founders' Scholarship
Amanda Lazzara
Zeta Iota, Elmhurst College
Nursing

Founders' Scholarship
Elizabeth Rateike
Zeta Iota, Elmhurst College
Psychology

Founders' Scholarship
Marisa Scheetz
Beta Nu, Bradley University
Health Science

Founders' Scholarship
Melissa Vincent
Epsilon Zeta, Western Kentucky University
French and Communications

Margaret J. Andrew Memorial Scholarship
Jennifer Teat
Beta Epsilon, Louisiana Tech University
Nutrition and Dietetics

Margaret J. Andrew Memorial Scholarship
Amy Willett
Epsilon Mu, University of Missouri-Columbia
Food Science

Frances Warren Baker Memorial Scholarship
Patty Stroud
Gamma Alpha, University of Northern Colorado
Journalism and Mass Communications

Barber-Owen-Thomas Scholarship
Sherri Wagoner
Beta Sigma, Purdue University
Telecommunications and Political Science

Beta Omega Scholarship
Melissa Vach
Beta Omega, University of Nebraska, Omaha
Secondary Education

Beta Sigma Chapter Scholarship
Katie King
Beta Sigma, Purdue University
Psychology

Christine Kerr Cauthorne Scholarship
Jennifer Cooper
Alpha Chi, Georgetown College
Economics

Maridell Braham Condon Scholarship
Sarah Seidtetz
Gamma Omega, Wittenberg University
Special Education and Early Childhood Education

Delta Chi Alumnae Memorial Scholarship
Ashlie Wilks
Delta Chi, University of Central Oklahoma
Family and Child Development

Lucille Cheever Graubart/Lambda Scholarship
Heather Scott
Lambda, The University of California Berkeley
English

Lucille Cheever Graubart/Lambda Scholarship
Lisa Wiseman
Lambda, The University of California, Berkeley
Sociology

Elise Reed Jenkins Memorial Scholarship
Martha Sanders
Alpha Delta, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Political Science

Joan Reagin McNeill Scholarship
Malana Hartzog
Alpha Theta, University of Louisville
Political Science and Communications

Jean B. Teare Volunteers' Scholarship
Ronna Payne Clayton
Gamma Eta, Ball State University
Masters Program/Social Work

Theta Tau Scholarship
Michelle Coats
Theta Tau, Kansas State University
Accounting and Finance

Irma E. Voigt Memorial Scholarship
Bridget Andrews
Beta Upsilon, Ohio University
Organizational Communication

Alice Horsey Wick Scholarship
Kaitlyn Wolfe
Alpha Delta, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Audiology and Speech Pathology
In Memory... 

Bernice Anderson  
by Sarah King Hauge

Constance Noerr Baker  
by Eleanor Jones Wahl

Carolyn Cotton Bishop  
by Jane Kramer Allan  
Marcia Gossman Atkinson  
Betty Newgent Bundy  
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Caiccamo  
Ann Stafford Dahl  
Maribeth Porter Hambrick  
Marian White Noffske  
Nancy Staubach White  
Mr. & Mrs. Curt Wilhelm  
Janet Jennings Willig  
Carla Carter Wolfe

Ruth Burton  
by Cincinnati, OH Alumnae Chapter  
Carla Carter Wolfe

Lilly Buscemi  
by Nina A. Buscemi

Catharine L. Cowan  
by Patricia Cooper Henderson

Marian Johnson Frutiger  
by Nancy Buerkel Murray  
Sharon Burner Wilson

Eunice Gindorf  
by Jane Kramer Allan  
Anne W. Dale  
Tisa Johnson Mason  
Madalyn Brand Teal

Gloria Jarvie  
by Jane Kramer Allan  
Joanna Goldstein  
Jennifer Scutto Hohman  
Kimberly Smith Linville  
Amber Nance Richard  
Erin Schneider  
Maggie Thompson  
Shirley Bates Walker  
Brittney Wells  
Sarah Nelson Womble

Winifred Winter Kazanzas  
by Jack and Helen Lyon

Margaret Hall Morris  
by Patricia Scherrer Stelmach

Ted Nicholson  
by Suzanne Faulkner Schimke

Jean Shymkus  
by Kristine M. Condon  
Richard Condon

Nancy Keil Slamkowski  
by Carla Carter Wolfe

Evelyn Thomas  
by Marianne Chatin Burton

Nancy Peterson Wagner  
by Arlene Allsopp McKinney

In Honor... 

Gamma Zeta Chapter  
by Jewel Bartels Anderson

Suzy Garner  
by Dawn Copple O'Connor

Nicole Gevers  
by Darcee Alexander Fessler

Sigma Kappa Sorority  
by Ann Wakeham Restvedt

In Celebration... 

Jane Kramer Allan's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Patricia Jarboe Buchanan's Retirement  
by Kate Klosterman Schoenhard

Marianne Chatin Burton's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

The Birth of Marcus Antonio Cacheiro  
by Teresa Creech Glassman

Jane Burton Cooper's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Cheri Morrel DeJong's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Marsha L. Traub's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Joan Reagin McNeill's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Ellen McQueen's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Dawn Copple O'Connor's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Madalyn Brand Teal's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Molly Techa's Birthday  
by Tisa Johnson Mason

Annual Report Correction

Elizabeth J. Rimer, Epsilon Xi, should have been listed as a member of the Sigma Kappa Foundation's Horizon Society. The Foundation staff regrets and apologizes for this error.
Epsilon, Syracuse University
Erma Lewis Schilling, July 2002

Zeta, The George Washington University
Cecil Spaulding Dussinger, March 2002
Dorothy Kuhlman Holekamp, February 2002

Lambda, University of California, Berkeley
Vesta Vickers Cummings, January 2001
Elizabeth Wiseman Dunn, June 1998
Barbara Hug Lawson, no date available
Jean Dalton Martin, no date available
Ruth Tebbe Moeller, no date available
Paula Calderhead Otto, September 2002
Edna Jessop Payne, no date available
Ann Nelson Rarig, July 1999
Nancy Peterson Wagner, no date available
Winifred Symons Wells, no date available

Xi, The University of Kansas
Jerry Street Cudney, June 2002
Margaret Hall Morris, no date available
Joanne Van Hoozer O’Neil, August 2002
Dorothy Zimmerman Robinson, November 1999

Sigma, Southern Methodist University
Sara Ratcliffe McCulloch, August 2002
Frances McCleverty Moore, no date available
Peggy Spies, no date available
Jennerose Salem Swoopston, June 2002

Tau, Indiana University
Helen Hartwell Chambers, no date available

Dorothy Clausen Hicks, December 2001
Norma Ryan Woodruff, no date available

Upsilon, Oregon State University
Estelle Ashbahr Kroeger, May 2002
Sally Kuebler Rauch, June 2002

Phi, University of Rhode Island
Anna Blackinton Brown, August 2002

Psi, The University of Wisconsin-Madison
Marian SeCheverell Hemingway, no date available

Omega, Florida State University
Mary Woodruff Mazee, June 2002

Alpha Epsilon, Iowa State University
Mildred Van Horn Thompson, December 2000

Alpha Eta, University of Minnesota
Ruth Owens Biddison, no date available
Lorraine Rengo Swain, August 2002

Alpha Theta, University of Louisville
Mary Griggs Adelberg, August 2002
Mary Walz Kaye, May 2002

Alpha Iota, Miami University
Victoria Potts Mitiska, no date available

Alpha Kappa, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Minerva Wortham Erickson, May 2002
Betty Koutsy, no date available

Alpha Lambda, Adelphi University
Ingrid Hallberg Haggerson, August 2001

Alpha Nu, The University of Montana
Bernice Blomgren Anderson, July 2002

Alpha Omicron, University of California, Los Angeles
Grace Reeves Nichols, August 2002
Lois Peterson Simkins, no date available

Alpha Rho, Vanderbilt University
Mary Lewis Van Sant, July 2002

Alpha Sigma, Westminster College
Helene Winters Loomis, no date available

Alpha Tau, Michigan State University
Linda Rhodes Maynard, October 2002

Alpha Upsilon, University of North Dakota
Terrell Balfour King, October 2002

Alpha Chi, Georgetown College
Georgia Caudill Vaughan, June 2002

Alpha Omega, The University of Alabama
Mary Jones Mahieu, August 2002

Beta Theta, Marietta College
Olive Dickson Hauke, October 2002

Beta Nu, Bradley University
Darlene Darst Warne, August 2002

Beta Tau, University of Florida
Cheryl Leonard Riley, September 2002

Beta Chi, University of California, Santa Barbara
Betty Ann Fletcher Krahne, October 2002

Gamma Alpha, University of Northern Colorado
Jo Ann Grady, no date available
Janine Olson Hultquist, October 2000
Virgina Schmidt Larcom, September 1998
Mary Tipotsch Starritt, May 1998

Gamma Gamma, Indiana State University
Suzanne Geis Long, September 2002

Gamma Kappa, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Nancy Martin Rogers, July 2002

Gamma Nu, Gettysburg College
Constance Noerr Baker, July 2002

Delta Delta, Central Michigan University
Barbara Edgerly Fressie, March 2002

Delta Zeta, Southeastern Oklahoma State University
Jewell White Garruth, no date available

Delta Upsilon, Southwest Missouri State University
Karan Horton Huffmaster, no date available

Delta Psi, Radford University
Sherry Owen Sweeney, April 2002

Zeta Alpha, Indiana University Southeast
Julia Vissing, August 2002

Theta Mu, The University of North Carolina at Charlotte
Emily Pickens, May 2002
ARIZONA

Phoenix

Wendy Dreyer Tobin, *Epsilon Epsilon*

Alumnae supported national convention activities with airport greeting, registration, and set-up for luncheons and workshops. Other activities included a potluck picnic and planning meeting, welcoming Theta Omicron, Arizona State University, new alumnae to the chapter at a barbecue/pool party, and a Play Day in the park with families. Members also participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk. Area alumnae and Zeta Omicron, The University of Arizona, were invited to the Founders’ Day luncheon. Contact Linda Hostetler Dreyer, *Beta Sigma*, at president@sigmakappa-phoenix.org.

Riverside County

Jessica Rinner Bailey, *Theta Epsilon*

Chartered in July, the chapter’s activities have included luncheons, Happy Hour get-togethers, a St. Patrick’s Day potluck, a parent/alumnae picnic with Theta Epsilon, University of California, Riverside, a collegiate/alumnae Super Bowl party, and a Charter banquet celebration. Fall activities included the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, creative pumpkin carving, and Founders’ Day festivities with other southern California Sigma Kappas. Contact the chapter at sigkap_rca@hotmai1.com.

FLORIDA

Clearwater

Gwen Fryar Ashley, *Omega*

Activities included preparing mini flower arrangements for a local nursing center, making angels for Beta Tau, University of Florida, collegians, holding a garage sale, touring an art museum followed by lunch, and enjoying a holiday luncheon with family and friends. Members joined the Sarasota, Tampa, and Southwest Florida alumnae for Founders’ Day, participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, collected items for the Maine Sea Coast Missionary Society, donated Easter supplies for the Alzheimer’s unit at Bon Secours healthcare center, and actively supported the local Panhellenic. Contact Gwen Ashley, Omega, at gwash1217@att.net.

South Bay, San Fernando Valley, and Pomona Valley Alumnae Chapters with Gamma Theta (California State University, Long Beach), Zeta Upsilon (California State Polytechnic University, Pomona), and Theta Beta (University of LaVerne) participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk.

Members of the Jacksonville, FL Alumnae Chapter enjoyed a Holiday party.
Peoria alumnae who participated in the Alzheimer's Memory Walk were Gayle Schneider Zorrilla, Beta Sigma, Katherine Anderson Coyle, Beta Xi, Pam Gieseke Roberts, Theta, Sue Orten Adams, Beta Nu, and Caryl Cordis D'Hondt, Beta Nu.

Eastern Iowa alumnae Theresa Hejl Davis, Alpha Xi, Audrey Coons Hauter, Beta Omega, Kecia Leary, Delta Theta, Myla Lortz, Alpha Xi, Emily Barnes McDonald, Alpha Epsilon, and Dawn Billings Hanna, Alpha Epsilon, enjoy dinner at a local restaurant.

Pamela Bergsten Mounday, Theta Tau, and Carrie Mead, Epsilon Mu, were Greater Kansas City delegates to national convention.

GEORGIA

Atlanta

Sandy Parrish Rink, Epsilon Epsilon
Gift wrapping holiday gifts at two bookstores and selling tickets for the Parisian charity sale supported the Epsilon Epsilon, The University of Georgia, scholarship fund. Chapter members assisted the collegiate chapter offering help with interviewing techniques for membership recruitment. Members also participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk.

Contact Jean Loveday, Omega, at jkloveday@bellsouth.net

North Metro Atlanta

Megan Hedges, Epsilon Epsilon
Activities included joining Epsilon Epsilon, The University of Georgia, collegians and Atlanta Alumnae chapter for the Alzheimer's Memory Walk, celebrating Founders' Day and enjoying post-holiday mini-massages at the annual "Pamper Yourself" party. Other activities included painting pottery, starting a book club, enjoying a private "Breakfast at Tiffany's" with a lesson on diamonds. A new SIG was formed to help new graduates transition to alumnae status.

IOWA

Eastern Iowa

Theresa Hejl Davis, Alpha Xi
Monthly social activities included dinners at local restaurants, a cookout at a park, a baseball game, the Alzheimer's Memory Walk, game night, and a holiday ornament exchange. Contact Keri Mercer, Alpha Epsilon, at keri-mercer@uiowa.edu

KANSAS

Lawrence

Theresa K. Shively-Porter, Xi
Activities included the annual membership drive, serving on the scholarship committee of the Lawrence Panhellenic Association, and meeting every other month for dinner. Support for Xi, The University of Kansas, included formal membership recruitment efforts, attending the annual tea, and Founders' Day with chapter members and Theta Tau, Kansas State University. Members serve on the advisory and corporation boards for both collegiate chapters.

ILLINOIS

Peoria

Rachel Newtson, Beta Nu
Area alumnae enjoyed pumpkin decorating, being Alum Chums with Beta Nu, Bradley University, new members, participating in the Alzheimer's Memory Walk, and having their annual holiday auction. New SIGs that have been formed include Young Alums, Mommy's group, Book Club, and Golfing Sigma Kappas.
MARYLAND

Baltimore
Elizabeth Boulden Monaghan, Epsilon Chi
Activities included a Founders’ Day tea with Suburban Maryland alumnae, participating with Beta Zeta, University of Maryland, collegians and Suburban Maryland alumnae, quarterly book reviews/lunches, dinners at ethnic restaurants, and a holiday cookie exchange. Contact Leslie Wagner, Delta Pi, at L2wagner@aol.com.

Southwest Missouri
Kay Thomas, Delta Upsilon
Monthly lunches and a party for husbands and guests are planned. Support for Delta Upsilon, Southwest Missouri State University, included recruitment, joining them in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, celebrating Founders’ Day at the chapter house, and hosting parties for graduating seniors and new members.

MISSOURI

Greater Kansas City
Pamela Bergsten Mounday, Theta Tau
Programs included painting ceramics and learning self-defense techniques. Social activities held included the Mother-Daughter holiday coffee, a game night, a family barbecue, and happy hour events. Members participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, made decorations and baked cookies for an Alzheimer’s care unit, and donated Christmas gifts to an adopted family. Proceeds from wrapping presents at Barnes and Noble were donated to the Sigma Kappa Foundation. Support for Xi, The University of Kansas, and Theta Tau, Kansas State University, included assisting with formal recruitment, celebrating Founders’ Day with them, attending their alumnae events, and making care packages for finals week.

NEBRASKA

Omaha/Council Bluffs
Lisa Naylon, Beta Omega
The spring philanthropy was held at the Ronald McDonald House. Members served a meal of Sloppy Joe’s, chips, salads, and desserts.

NEW JERSEY

New Jersey Suburban
Cynthia Mento Dick, Zeta Phi
Founders’ Day was celebrated with area alumnae chapters from the tri-state area. Gift bags for the Boonton Ladies’ Home were assembled at the holiday party, and a Bingo night with them was a winter activity. A summer outing included the Gustav Stickley Museum, a local historical site. Contact Ursula Miranda Mento, Beta Eta, at ucmmay@yahoo.com historical site.
Sigma Kappa Foundation

Annual Giving Clubs and Societies

Joan Reagin McNeill Society
$25,000 (payable at $2,500 per year for 10 years)

Mary Low Carver Society
$10,000 (payable at $1,000 per year for 10 years)

Alpha Delta members, Cindy Allin, Joy Burke Lebo, Janice Wade-Whitehead, and Faun DeLozier Norton, had an enjoyable time at convention.


Northern New Jersey

Amy Power Phillips, Zeta Phi
Activities included a calendar planning meeting, a potluck luncheon, the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, Founders’ Day with other New Jersey alumnae chapters and Zeta Phi, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, and a holiday cocktail party. A “welcome back” picnic with Zeta Phi featured a collegiate recruitment table, a Sigma Kappa Foundation table to make contributions and learn about the Foundation, and an alumnae table with information about chapters in the area.
Contact Amy Phillips, Zeta Phi, at aphillips@mediacommail.com

Central Ohio

Stephanie Goginsky, Beta Sigma
Activities included a happy hour get-together, Founders’ Day celebration, a holiday brunch, a Murder Mystery dinner, and a scrapbooking party. A donation was given to the Columbus Panhellenic scholarship tea silent auction fundraiser. For the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, support included selling balloons, donating a DVD to the raffle, and receiving the prize for the most money raised by a social organization. Contact Stephanie Goginsky, Beta Sigma, at sgoginsky@earthlink.net

Cleveland East

Amy M. DeLuca, Zeta Psi
A Pampered Chef fundraiser raised money for Alzheimer’s Disease research. Social events included the annual wine and cheese party on Lake Erie shores and singing Sigma Kappa songs around a fall bonfire. Contact Victoria Mousiy, Zeta Psi, at vmousiy@yahoo.com

Ohio

Akron/Canton

Mary Lou Happoldt Farbeann, Beta Upsilon
Activities included an Avon fundraiser, joining Cleveland alumnae for Founders’ Day, a luncheon featuring a Naturopath lecturer, decorating place cards for a nursing home, and enjoying a potluck dinner for officer installation. Support continues for the Sigma Kappa Foundation, Beta Upsilon, Ohio University, and collecting supplies at each meeting for the local domestic violence shelter. Contact Mary Lou Farbeann, Beta Upsilon, at HAPPOLDTJIGGS@aol.com

Rhode Island

Natalie DiPippo Brown, Phi
Support for Phi, University of Rhode Island, included celebrating Founders’ Day with them, hosting a pre-exam Cinco de Mayo taco buffet, and having a dinner meeting and program
planning with the new interested alumnae. Contact Natalie DiPippo Brown, Phi, at teachernbi@aol.com

TENNESSEE

Knoxville

Cindy Allin, Alpha Delta
Support for Alpha Delta, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, chapter included a dessert reception after recruitment, assisting in hosting their open house in the newly decorated suite during Homecoming, and assisting them with hosting Founders’ Day for Gamma Lambda, East Tennessee State University, Theta Phi, The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, and Gamma Psi, Tennessee Wesleyan College, collegians and alumnae. Alumnae raised funds and worked at the Alzheimer's Memory Walk. Contact Erin Dietrich, Alpha Delta, at erin_dietrich@yahoo.com

Mid-Cities

Jhan Joiner Knebel, Delta Mu
The chapter hosted Founders’ Day for the Dallas/Fort Worth Alumnae chapters, wrapped Christmas presents at Barnes and Noble with proceeds to Alzheimer's Disease research, enjoyed a vineyard wine-tasting with spouses, and an evening at the Bath Bar. The chapter supported Kappa Eta, Texas Christian University. Contact us at SKAlumnae@timelessbeads.com

North Harris County

Jennifer Garber Roth, Epsilon Eta
Activities included a session on how to take professional photos, a pumpkin carving night, a formal dinner celebrating Founders’ Day, the annual holiday ornament and cookie exchange, a wine-tasting event, a Garden party, Sigma Kappa Bingo night, and a luau.

TENNESSEE

Knoxville

Cindy Allin, Alpha Delta
Support for Alpha Delta, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, chapter included a dessert reception after recruitment, assisting in hosting their open house in the newly decorated suite during Homecoming, and assisting them with hosting Founders’ Day for Gamma Lambda, East Tennessee State University, Theta Phi, The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, and Gamma Psi, Tennessee Wesleyan College, collegians and alumnae. Alumnae raised funds and worked at the Alzheimer's Memory Walk. Contact Erin Dietrich, Alpha Delta, at erin_dietrich@yahoo.com

Mid-Cities

Jhan Joiner Knebel, Delta Mu
The chapter hosted Founders’ Day for the Dallas/Fort Worth Alumnae chapters, wrapped Christmas presents at Barnes and Noble with proceeds to Alzheimer's Disease research, enjoyed a vineyard wine-tasting with spouses, and an evening at the Bath Bar. The chapter supported Kappa Eta, Texas Christian University. Contact us at SKAlumnae@timelessbeads.com

North Harris County

Jennifer Garber Roth, Epsilon Eta
Activities included a session on how to take professional photos, a pumpkin carving night, a formal dinner celebrating Founders’ Day, the annual holiday ornament and cookie exchange, a wine-tasting event, a Garden party, Sigma Kappa Bingo night, and a luau.

TEXAS

Houston

Kara Watkins, Theta Delta
Houston alumnae participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, the Houston Live Stock show and Rodeo fundraiser, went Christmas caroling to nursing home residents, and had a speaker on Alzheimer’s Disease. Members are looking for Sigma Kappas living in south Houston to start up a SIG. The chapter e-mail is houstonsigmas@yahoo.com.

Mid-Cities alumnae new officers include - Front row: Julia Lowe Steeples, Xi, Rhonda Vicknair Planchet, Zeta Omega, Alison Cain Clark, Xi. Back row: Rene Oliviaa Bort, Theta Epsilon, Jean Mudgett Jackson, Theta Nu, Ginger Dallas, Beta Xi, and Christine Crouch Davis, Xi.

VIRGINIA

Richmond

Sharon Carter Ritter, Alpha Delta
Activities included participation in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk, Founders’ Day tea with Delta Nu, Longwood College, collegians, the Bizarre Bazaar Christmas show, an “After New Year’s” party with spouses, a hot tub party, Mystic Pizza taco night, and the annual family cookout. Time was volunteered for the Alzheimer’s Association silent auction, and final exam goodie bags were made for the collegians.

Mid-Cities alumnae new officers include - Front row: Julia Lowe Steeples, Xi, Rhonda Vicknair Planchet, Zeta Omega, Alison Cain Clark, Xi. Back row: Rene Oliviaa Bort, Theta Epsilon, Jean Mudgett Jackson, Theta Nu, Ginger Dallas, Beta Xi, and Christine Crouch Davis, Xi.

Members of the Philadelphia Area Alumnae Panhellenic had an enjoyable luncheon.

Janene Burns Evans, Theta Upsilon, Alison Love, Beta Sigma, Jennifer Garber Roth, Epsilon Eta and Monique Malmgren, Beta Psi, celebrate Jennifer’s 30th birthday.
75-Year Members

Congratulations to the following members who were initiated in 1927

Alpha, Colby College
Kathleen Bailey Andrews
Isa Putnam Johnson
Mildred Roberts Pennock
Helen Brigham Trefethen
Dorothy Dean VanLeuven
Viola Blake Woodward

Theta, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Karma Golden Aylward
Edna Kruse Eshelman
Nedra Hollis George
Nyda Russell Houser
Marion Nordstrand Maher
Genevieve Frison Meyer
Norma Netzoe Miles
Evelyn Hill Seth
Emily M. Volker

Delta, Boston University
Evange line Lister Bates
Helen Macisaac Flannigan
Ottilie M. Gaertner
Thelma Eaton Grosvenor

Iota, University of Denver
Isabel Binkley Gourlay
Virginia Lindland Manhart
Eleanor Agee Prowitt

Lambda, University of California, Berkeley
Grace Mitchell Martin
Marion Bangle Newgard
Dorothy Dunnciiff
Richardson
Helene Kirby Rohwer
Katherine Smith Swan

Mu, University of Washington
Genevieve Craig Barnhart
Marion Quigley Puffer

Nu, Middlebury College
Helen Simpson Hull
Catherine Groves Peele

Xi, The University of Kansas
Alice Schultz Anderson
Mildred Cornwell Bounds
Florence Elffeldt Enright
Melba Brown Jarboe
Helen McAdam Lough
Bessie Steele Peterson

Marguerite Colegrove Porter
Mildred Megee Swanson

Omicon, Tufts University
Eunice Murray Campbell
Althea Pearson Cummings
Rachel Crosby Harlow
Marguerite Tracy McGregor
Constance Curtis Thomas

Pi, Stanford University
Helen E. Bailey
Dorothy Norris Cady
Martha Blackwelder Mec
Roberta Neuschaef
Margaret Adams Settelmyer

Rho, Randolph-Macon Women'S College
William Mims Clark
Lillian Gish Cook
Relda Mayfield Gosnell
Phyllis Kennedy Lawrence
Madge Slayden Rankin

Sigma, Southern Methodist University
Sue Baldwin Howe

Tau, Indiana University
Lora Midkiff Bingham
Juanita Dove Frazier
Margaret Whiteside Mason
Elizabeth Gaskins Moore
Louise Yoder Sievers

Upsilon, Oregon State University
Sylvia Hewett Beeson
Nadine Mayfield Goff
Norma Brastad Goodrich

Kathryn Hoffman Baker
Miriam Tobey Macoubray

Phi, University of Rhode Island
Texas McAndrews Faunca
Marion Pinckney Morgan
Doris Wormelle Nelson
Edith Littlefield Towle

Chi, The Ohio State University
Ruth Tweedie Chase
Martha Peters Lynch
Frieda Johnson Pelton
Eula Howey Upp
Agnes Warner

Psi, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Lydia Morrell Butler
Marjorie Lippman Chase
Elizabeth Lyman Clark
Dana Davis Clarke
Doris Zimmermann Dailey
Catherine Burgy Dopke
Mary Cooke Hoffhines
Elizabeth Chandler Klemm
Agnes Phillips Maddox
Lorraine Arnold Tipton

Omega, Florida State University
Martha Steed Alleman
Virgie Hyman Cone
Rachel Pitchford Daniel
Mary Young Jones
Elizabeth Wood McNabb
Mary Lowe Poag-Black
Mildred de Montmollin Steele
India Steed Wells
Terry Bannerman Zeigler
Alpha Beta, University of Buffalo The State University of New York
Alice O'Loughlin Fahs
Viola J. Stanfield
Esther Hill Young

Alpha Gamma, Washington State University
Miriam Chapin Adams
Edna Hodges Arrasmith
Montana J. Bailey
Virginia Porter Becker
Edna Price Fitzsimmons
Helen Purcell Kirby
Celesta R. Loundagin
Nora Jones Mackie
Helene Ingersoll McHose
Corynne Sobey Wallin

Alpha Delta, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Louise Paty Barksdale
Margaret Carpenter Bennett
Alice Hughes Hill
Mary Pullin Howell
Margaret Crowe Morris
Margaret Hughes Snapp

Alpha Epsilon, Iowa State University
Marjorie Lifves Anderson
Charlotte Temple Dodge
Nellie Perigo Holtgrew
Marjorie Lohr Radcliffe
Ruby P. Sarver
Nellie Tupper Smith
Dorothy Blinn Townsend

Alpha Zeta, Cornell University
Mary Schoonoover Kammerer
Margaret Hopkins Loughlin

Alpha Kappa, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Florence Zilmer Bollen
Luella Hickman Cole
Edythe Hudson Graham
Helen Nesladek House
Mary Flotree Loken
Martha Wollmer
McConnaha

Alpha Lambda, Adelphi University
Mildred Lotz Leonard
Marie L. Moen
Helen Horton Peterson

Alpha Mu, The University of Michigan
Anna Allan Baker
Helen Rupp Fenske
Bernadine Winton McGee

Alpha Nu, The University of Montana
Ruth Merrill Alling
Hazel Mum Grover
Cathryn Ulmer Herron

Alpha Xi, The University of Iowa
Audrey Burns Bradley
Helene Bright
Mildred Burham
Lillie Cartan
Hazel Evans Faidley
Stella Hoth
Alice Hoth

Alpha Omicron, University of California, Los Angeles
Myrtle Stewart Conway
Virginia MacIntosh
Helen Dunlap Rose
Lois Hannah Taecher
Marjorie Freeborn Thompson
Alice E. Todd

Alpha Pi, Ohio Wesleyan University
Mariam Black Alton
Kendall Pickering Fisher
Marguerite M. Haynam
Ruth Connor Merkle

Alpha Rho, Vanderbilt University
Christine Coffley
Jo Warren Layman

Elizabeth Nichols
Catherine Warren

Alpha Sigma, Westminster College
Margaret Reed Brownlee
Winona Blackwood Drew
Frances Lechner Hawk
Margaret Lennig Lamb
Anne McPherson Swoger
Catherine Elder Wise

Alpha Tau, Michigan State University
Olive Reed Anderson
Elizabeth Burge Cook
Natalia Wiedoeft Dorrance
Evelyn Keyes Holden
Emma G. Holmes
Lilian Lewton Hopkins
Rose Keefer Johnston
Hettie McIntyre Liebler
Dorothy Holden Orr
Fern Kinton Paine
Jane Hull Russell
Adela Cribbs Schoonover
Leona Morgan Simpson

Delta Epsilon, Emporia State University
Sibyl Riley Barthel

Delta Eta, Central Missouri State University
Eleanor B. Shockey

Delta Iota, California State University, Chico
Eugenia Kelly Thomson
50-Year Members
Congratulations to the following members who were initiated in 1952

Alpha, Colby College
Cornelia Whipple Coddington
Helen Andrews Escobar
Joan Chandler Harvey
Barbara Burg King
Anne McGowan Kubic
Mary Ellen McGoldrick McGowan
Harriette Glass Siegel
Sue Biven Staples
Katharine Hartwell Thalheimer
Mary Cutter Yans

Delta, Boston University
Louise Connolly
Stella Daphne Decas
Jane Dolben
Sylvia Pearson Flanagan
Winifred Nestor Gow
Elayne Collins Hart
Sandra Bailey Kendall
Jessie Carlson Merritt
Patricia Wood Reiman
Carolyn Schmidt

Epsilon, Syracuse University
Carmela Curreri Andeske
Ruth Miller Babiy
Barbara Gissipie Boyle
Carol Alwater Brooks
Patricia Gallagher Cappon
Zillah Caddeback Clarke
Jacquelyn Jarrett Collishaw
Sally Springman Holcomb
Elaine Sage Howard
Mary E. Hughes
Judith Clark Hurley
Jane Gates Irwin
Adele Cunningham Johnson
Susan Snider Kretschmer
Barbara Brewton Mather
Marilyn M. Moreen
Ann McKaigga Shea
Christine Peterson Shephard
Barbara Redner Sherin
Marianne O'Connor Street

Zeta, The George Washington University
Carol McDermott Cavanaugh
Ida Junco Cederdahl
Dorothy G. Drake

Maureen Harahan Keating
Nancy C. McColl
Elizabeth Sayre Naughton
Jane Walters Pallas-Kimball

Eta, Illinois Wesleyan University
Nancy Amsteen Blythe
Lois Kingsporn Holt
Elizabeth MacFadon Jacob
Dorothy Morrill Kelly
Nancy Carroll Lindsey
Nancy Frey Merriam
Nancy Murry Simpson
Joyce Harney Yoss

Theta, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Kay Robinson Adams
Anne Gothwaite Barnes
Helen Artigues Billeaud
Frances Loitz Blake
Charlotte Phillips Dipper
Emily Beggs Esarey
Susan Smith Fisher
Darlene Dosier Hanley
Ruth Romoser Hohreinrich
Nancy Firth Lange
Carol Peterson Nolan
Darlene Muntz Shamo
Phyllis Birtwell Walcott

Iota, University of Denver
Helen Hancock Arnold
Pat Dornon Atkins
Marianna McGibbon
Beaglehole
Patricia Bentel Childs
Patricia Seymour Evans
Margie Lutz Hamilton
Ann Parks Hembree
Idora Bicket Meier
Anita Anderson Misan
Peggy Neal-Klein Morton
Margaret A. Vancil
Joan Koclan Vasil
Bonnie Fee Walker

Lambda, University of California, Berkeley
Valerie Ellingson Ahlgren
Mimi H. Ashe
Cynthia Charlesworth Binger
Jenny Andersen Blackwell
Diane Lillis Brooks
Jacqueline Muller Carroll
Sue Brobst Crandell
Virginia Amiot Fendorf
Mary Gaines Finley
Genevieve Gurr
Joan Haw
Donna Jackson Jollymou
Ann Harding King
Suzanne Marelia McCrady
Juliana Petit Merchant
Jo Ann Morgan
Lillian Wickman Nock
Kathryn Turner Oswald
Joan Adams Richardson
Margaret Hanna Salm
Sherly Young Seib
Darlene Johnson Stricker
Sally Gosnell Trimmer
Gretchen Bakken Trutner

Mu, University of Washington
Anne Larsen Bellows
Nancy Hirvas Blanchard
Patricia Brenner
Joyce Buchanan
Dr. Cynthia Ewan
Dr. Gloria Laidlaw
Nancy Feeney Martens
Marcia Sierzchula
Sandra Thomas
Sue A. Halvorsen

Xi, The University of Kansas
Rose Novotny Buller
Patricia Hessling Dougherty
Carol Kutina Haseldorff
Patricia Aurell Jones
Robert Garvin McDavity
Martha Dicker McKinley
Marguerite Howard McManus
Lois Clough Merriman
Carolyn Neff Moebuis
Robert Underwood Peterson
Billie Jean Richards
Margaret Thompson Scott

Omicron, Tufts University
Rosalyn Aronson
Marjorie Neipris Baker
Mary L. Blair
Margaret Hayden Chambers
Judith Jones Cohan
Dorothy Johnson Corwin
Constance J. Damato
Patricia J. Dorin
Dorothy MacMunn Ellis
Jean O'Brien Grace
Greta K. Jacobs
Phoebe Greenwood Jayne
Mary M. Kiely
Rosemarie Frankfort Laganella
Anne Colbert Lawlor
Ann B. Murphy
Priscilla Catton Peuser
Lois Speyer Rubin
Joy Zerfing Steinbaum

Nu, Middlebury College
Helju Kiwimae Batchelder
Jacqueline Johnson Betterley
Elizabeth Leonard Cooney
Emily Bond Ehlm
Barbara Blaha Farnsworth
Janet Valance Hall
Catherine Smith Halloran
Carole Rice Hanau
Carlene Snyder Howland
Mary Stavert Hugessen
Barbara Stahl Humphreys
Cathleen Collins McGee
Elizabeth J. Miles
Janet Buchanan Smith
Barbara Tracy Thayer
Priscilla Smart Weck
Sigma, Southern Methodist University
Marge Adickes Bradford
Patricia L. Donohue
Bette Bagley Duty
Helyn Wolfe Ettelman
Rosemary Thompson Hays
Elonor J. Kirby
Ellen Edwards Moses
Jane Cook Panero
Elisabeth Lee Sanders
Nancy Lackey Turner

Tau, Indiana University
Vera Greek Brenton
Betty Larson Gantzler
Pat Veach George
Joyce Bruening Huston
Sue Pope Long
Janet Bailey Miller
Patricia Porter Neet
Barbara Ray Poulin
Margaret Kirk Targett
Louanna Reeg Warren
Gail Greiling Wickersham
Carolyn Hood Witek

Upsilon, Oregon State University
Jacquelin Stimmel Bothman
Kathryn Kroeger Bowne
Joan Ellis Carthan
Carol Severson Crawford
Catherine Cottel Duus
Sonia Roan Edmunds
Helen J. Gard
Barbara McRae Hoppes
Joan Stimmel Klein
Celia Weaver Meredith
Anita Juve Nelson
Barbara Meyer Nierman
Marlene Kott Olson
Jody Davis Pleifer
Barbara J. Russell
Bette Perin Spray
Janice Telonicher Stokes
Patricia Larwood Thoman
Alice Griffith Thornton

Psi, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Gayle Anderson Crosby
Jane Loutitit Crusar
Maryann Bearder Desalva
Marlene Schultz Fey
Dorothy Stephenson Jones
Joan Franz Kobielus
Margaret Kyle Lewis
Myra Barron Mahlike
Nancy Basford Rawson
Margaret Greine Schmeling
Gretchen Engelhar Stangl
Marty Van Steenderen
Marion Voigt Wilke

Omega, Florida State University
Delores Duguid Baker
Shirley A. Bennett
Mary Harris Byrd
Joan Jewett Crane
Eliza M. Dick
Norma Grosser Dolnick
Patricia Cummins
Dunn-Rankin
Shirley Bradshaw Easter Joyce G. Gainer
Gail Jackson Gaines
Beverly Browne Green
Patsy Neal Hawley
Betty Bradshaw Jones
Marian Mattair
Kathryn Kent Miller
Nancy Seavey Nesbitt
Patsy Cooper Rapp
Alberta Large Raulerson
Louise Davis Reynolds
Nancy Jackson Sturm
Shirley Wilson Winter

Alpha Beta, University of Buffalo The State University of New York
Marjorie K. Chisholm
Forhad Heckscher
Annette Van Duens Finck
Jean C. Huffman
Mary Jane Sullivan Kelley
Jo Anne Weaver McClurg
Mary K. Moore
Madelon Murray
Linda Fenton Mursten
Elinor R. Okei
Rosalie Latragna Prell
Lois Taylor Rehfel
Lillian S. Swack
Lois Oldstrom Tolley
Elizabeth Williamson
Diana Gardiner Young

Alpha Gamma, Washington State University
Marie McRee Flewelling
Bebe Busselle Gillman
Janet Moen Good
Johannah Farmer Grigsby
Frances Tiffany Haines
Odetta Hamilton
Karen Ecklund Hoyt
Marilyn Riggs Joyce
Nora Butterfield Keifer
Donna Copeland Kennedy
Virginia M. Knox
Lois Lebacken McDonald
Janet Purrell Maguire
Jacque E. Read
Nina Nelson Seaberg
Carol Dunning Shuman
Nola Carmichael Torgeson

Alpha Delta, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Geraldine Griffin Baer
Betty Carr Bailey
Jean Millington Broerman
Joan Wampler Chambers
Charlotte Atchley Crutchfield
Joan Hamilton Fodek
Barbara Easterly Ganzer
Suzanne McCravy Grapel
Joanne Atkins Gwyn
Irene Loy Higgs
Jean Ellenburg Highsmith
Gerry Dance Jack
Barbara A. Kiser
Barbara Cahoon Lawson
Mary Wampler McNalley
Mary Kate Stanbery Minge
Ester Waldroup Nunley
Martha Griffin Randolph
Elna Jackson Robinson
Patricia McCravy Rose
Betty Lou Sewell
Rachel Perkins Slaughter
Claudia Hendrix Steele
Lillian Bevins Swan
Norma Hughes Walker
Jan Thomas Woolf

Alpha Eta, The University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Mary Patrick Heiser
Joy Stoen MacPherson
Nancy Weese Moher

Alpha Theta, University of Louisville
Eleanor McFarland Caudill
Ann Ford Cobb
Betty Irwin Duncan
Danette Fitzpatrick Eckert
Martha Stephens Ernst
Patricia McDevitt Guigla
Betty Glass Henson
Betty Ashbury Jones
Audree Bryant Price
Martha Willis Scott
Helen Mohlentzap Ulmer

Alpha Iota, Miami University
Virginia Allen Bivin
Joan Lowry Denman
Ann Wiles English
Claire Elliott Esmond
Jane Evans
Mary Obergerding Finch
Ann Weaver Goyings
Nancy Campbell Hartzell
Luanne Campbell Hazelrigg

M. Pat Klobe
Philean Miceli Newton
Beverly Towers Owings
Ann Zitzwitz Reitzel
Barbara Johnson Roth
Jacqueline Warren Santoro
Nancy Daniels Scharburg
Mary Steinfeldt Serat
Barbara Jacobson Walker
Marilyn Thompson Woodruff
Beta Kappa, Colorado State University
Meredith Craw Baskett
Nancy Rader Cress
June Zabel Davey
Gladyss Shellenbarger Eddy
Frankalee Richard Hull
Mary McClain Reigel
Bonnie Sandelin Ross
Gwen Miller Smith
Joan Nix Stamper

Beta Lambda, Utah State University
Carolyn Johnson Bell
Lugene Brewer Bowthorpe
Evelyn Pollard Collins
Robena Parker Falsley
Mary Rich Griffin
Julia Mull Glass
Elaine Barkere McHardy
Yvonne Rippon Sears
Audrey Harris Shumway
Hazel Cory Tate
Jean Hoelscher Terhune

Beta Mu, Culver-Stockton College
Lorraine Ferkan Becker
Julia Mull Glass
Shirley Scherz Harpole
Diane Denise Hefty
Jeanelle Nelson Hendrix
Patricia Kusmanoff Larsen
Virginia Vest Malone
Juanita Neal Mountjoy
Lucille Sztuk Peterson
Ilene Feddeler Quick
Betty Mohr Richards

Beta Nu, Bradley University
Patricia Demling Barr
Elizabeth Young Beveroth
Ruth Woodward Burdett
Martha Spitz Johnston
Lorene Sims Karim
Grace Dentino Kelly
Mary E. McAvoy
Ann Boyd McCumber
Judith Youngman McDonald
Merle Aschenbrenner McTague
Dorothy Rosenbaum Moore
Patricia Reeves O'Connor
Jeanne Bayles Pitra
Monica Green Rehwaldt

Lynette Ackerman Sauder
Ruth Steiger
Ramona Voights Swanson

Beta Xi, The University of Memphis
Kathleen Williams Baker
Betty Blackley Board
Ann Windsor Brown
Dian Lindseth Hazelhurst
Nancy Bush Holmes
Shirley A. Jones
Bonnie Sheppard Leggett
Bette Reding Manning
Margaret Oliver May
Nedra Ramey Mitchell
Margaret Nolan Moore
Becky Gruby Shelby
Kay Wiggery Villareal
Theresa Rainey Wakefield
Mary Ellen Wall
Marlyn Percer Wyman

Beta Pi, Illinois Institute of Technology
Annette Lavine Diamond
Mary Abdisho Ekvall
Lenore Walker

Beta Rho, The San Jose State University
Rita Ragazzino Baum
Clare Carleton Brown
Rhoda Covington Bruett
Judith Riley Clark
Beverly Brown Curtis
Stella Coleman Decker
Nettie Woodward Fields
Dorothy Eggman Felice
Fredolin Plese Gregory
Sue Fuller Irwin
Shirley Sampson Latimer
Catherine Phillips Luers
Bonnie Zirbel Mara
Patsy Postle Marke
Joan Preston Massey
Grace E. Merrill
Marlene Tolle Miley
Barbara Turner Moll
Marlene Sherman Page
Donna Hall Schulke
Lizbeth Davis Sewwyck
Kyle Wagner Sicker
Mari Okane Williams
Marlyn Magldory Wright
Barbara Pippin Wright

Beta Sigma, Purdue University
Marianne Bierman
Mary Emery Bracken
Elizabeth Opitz Conlon
Mary Lou Bowden Klein
JoAn Adair McNeely
Vivian Vana Nordstrom
Janet Hornbeck Oberle
Ruth Klinger Smith
Nancy Bowman Thomas
Nancy Hanway Wagner
Emily Hitchcock Wells

Beta Tau, University of Florida
Ginny Meadows Alvarez
Joan Masury Appleby
Bobbie Smith Berghaus
Patricia M. Lampman
Miriam McDonald Leikert
Joyce Grissom Smith
Ruth Durham West

Beta Upsilon, Ohio University
Mary Schumacher Bodzio
Dorothy Schnitzler Burke
Rita Colasuri Buturain
Mary Bonelli Cochran
Irmus Humsman Davies
Sharon Gamwell Doller
Joan Miller Fritz
Judith Brown Hannen
Eleanor Mackay
Jane Hurley Merwin
Betty Wyatt Porter
Elaine Winemiller Rowe
Beverly Barrett Smith
Alicia Evers Swartz
Marlyn Kistau Team
Gerri Hodgins Wright

Beta Phi, Idaho State University
Laura Hackworth Dean
June Iliff Dunnington
Faye Kruger Fraser
Dorothea Ashby McKenna
Shirley Samuel
Ruth E. Somerville
Shirley Stibal
Patricia Wilson Thorpe

Beta Chi, University of California, Santa Barbara
Louise C. Bellport
Sheila Livingston Bostick
Barbara Worley Dosta
Priscilla Simmons Fleishans

Margaret Watt Gonder
Joan McCullough Jordan
Bernice R. Keiper
Shirley Lebus Luera
Janice Lyon

Beta Psi, San Diego State University
Barbara Deahl Bischoff
Barbara Peery Bowne
Rosalie Rogers Davis
Norma Jones Dreyer
Nancy Dickson Higgins
Joyce Hawley Jacobs
Cecelia Cox Johnson
Carol Krebs Kocher
Joanne Clardy Kroon
Verna Koskela Meloche
Dolores Alessio Myers
Patricia A. Parsons
Alyce Gray Rieck
Joan Hicks Stacy

Beta Omega, University of Nebraska at Omaha
Greta Young Jones
Georgia Redfield McSorley
Joyce Blackney Reimund
Virginia Cline Smith
Dorothy Ehlers Spence
Myra Jensen Stumpf

Gamma Alpha, University of Northern Colorado
Arden Cooper Adams
Lacile Jackson Anderson
Patricia Dennis Berlo
Patricia James Brewer
Barbara J. Cook
Joan Fessler Counseller
June Plane Garnett
Janet Euwer Goodrich
Barbara Claude Holscher
Lucille J. Klings
La Creta Delmonte Lopeman
Mary V. Mills
Ethinell L. Turner
Charlene Rankin Watkins
Karene George Will
Donna Bolin Willis

Gamma Beta, Western Michigan University
Lois Klenk Allen
Charlene Dusterwinkle Atkins
Joanne Rust Beggs
Clara Trestall Boshoven
Jean Randall Brown
Marjorie Broadbent Callaway
Sylvia Anderson Clark
Joni Newblom Denn
Dorothy LaDuke Dowsett
Marie Seifert Garlick
Nancy Newton Gensler
Evelyn Stegenga Haueter
Sandra Hackman Knott
Patricia Komski
Dorothy Kelderhouse Luecke
Mary Young McKee
Judith Longwell Murphy
Wanita Bowen Murphy
Marjorie Simon
Jeanne Schmidt Snover
Margaret McKee Torgensen

Gamma Gamma, Indiana State University
Hilda S. Aishe
Katherine Freeman Benne
Emogene Lloyd Bowles
Peggy J. Bremen
Janet Johnson Deverter
Eileen Lloyd Eich
Carol Jones Findley
Wynnie M. Ford
Trilla Reynolds Griffith
Virginia Larr Hurner
Mary E. Kintz
Betty Peak Lear
Joyce Smith Lowry
Dorothy Arauz Mroch
Shirley A. Nichols
Wilma Thompson Nicson
Sarah E. Orcutt
Vonda Pickett Osmun
Esther R. Phillips
Norma E. Phillips
Doris Allison Powell
Louise T. Prada
Beverly Murphy Reber
Lorraine Bielski Roberts
Reita Ring Schnabel
Barbara Johnson Schroeder
Martha Phillips Shoemaker
Phyllis Hudson Sills
Louise Varro Swency
Margaret Blair Warrick
Janice Dinkel Williams
Janet Storm Williams
Joycelyn J. Workman

Gamma Delta, Thiel College
Eunice M. Ament
Betty L. Artman
Diane Ruppel Baer
Jenelyn Clapik Bacher
Gloria Krichbaum Bollens
Alice M. Bones
Jean Johnston Bost
Lelia E. Calderwood
Suzanne Calvin
Sara Swank Clark
Eleanor Rowland Cole
Norma Kelly Dunlap
Carol Fasnacht Forbes
Pansy Nisbet Goodreds
Louane Fike Harkins
Jean Crawford Harnett
Lois Clark Hayes
Doris Fiedler Heidenreich
Jeanette Bengston Hillis
Joan Beck Horsch
Virginia Donaldson Howe
Jane Moreland Hubbard
Nancy Wilson Johnson
Helen Jurich
Janet Cummins Kelso
Dorothy Hitson Kroon
Margaret Taylor Lemmon
Aliserta Reed Losacano
Bernice Swank Marsh
Marylin Buettner McKay
Patricia W. McMillen
Helen Barber Nall
Margaret Moore Nelson
Marjorie J. O'Brien
Marcia Olson Pence
Evangelina Tirakis Richards
Margaret Pringle Ristvey
Kathleen Celachi Schmidt
Margaret Lucas Shirley
Geraldine Patrizio Stoll
Constance M. Stuhlmann
Angelina Foglia Tomascio
Eleanore Britton Vonarx
Ruby VonGaiser
Ruth Dickey Waring
Florence M. West
Ann Fischer Zimmerman

Gamma Epsilon, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Donna Orr Anderson
Eileen Hanzel Bach
 Mona Brown Beatty
 Helen O'Neil Brindle
 Ruth Miller Brudreck
 Marilyn Miller Carr
 Patricia Sobek Clark
 Janet Zelenske Coppolino
 Mary Webber Cowen
 Janet Miller Davis
 Sally Aldstadt Dutzman
 Marion Bloom Ellenberger
 Mary Lucas Farmakis
 Sue Magee Gillahan
 Marilyn F. Gordon
 Doris M. Greider
 Mary Berish Grove
Barbara Heddens Hagg
Nancy Gardiner Hamill
Gilda Castello Hertel
Beulah Shuster Hill
Marilyn Lydic Hooker
Beverly Riddell Johns
Helen Ream Kime
Pat Shiveley Lindemann
Marylyn J. Loucks
Patricia Widdowson McGary
Maude E. McKinstry
Dorothy L. Nagy
Barbara Reeves Opalenick
Louise Alexander Pecseyne
Leah John Pfieffer
Myrtle Spris Reid
Joan Johnson Reifer
Frances Jancar Rife
Patricia Foust Rodgers
Shirley Hager Schaefer
Mary Calabrese Torretti
Marie Brant Wentz
Betty Eldor Wood
Alene Billings Yoder

Gamma Zeta, Northern Illinois University
Norma Kinsala Blanchard

Gamma Kappa, Southern Illinois University
Carbondale
Betty Frassato Manuel
Dorothy Olds Sheehan

Delta Beta, Marshall University
Shirley Christian Gentry

Delta Zeta, Southeastern Oklahoma State University
Joan Keener Howard

Delta Eta, Central Missouri State University
Beverly Greene Baldwin
Luann Gillum Freeman
Alta Trutzel Kallstrom
Donna Harding Richey

Delta Iota, California State University, Chico
Ardis Jones Campbell
Barbara Clevenger Johnson
Nona DeFuentes Sall

Delta Kappa, Black Hills State University
Carol Isaacs Pratt

Delta Lambda, Wayne State University
Rosemarie Taormina Griffith
Barbara Galvin Meegeran
Donna Gillespie Murphree

Delta Rho, James Madison University
Rhea Greene Carter
Joan Holst Trobaugh

Delta Sigma, Western Illinois University
Helen Ruhaak Connors

Delta Upsilon, Southwest Missouri State University
Joyce Thurman Burgin
Patti Hunter Provance
Barbara Denham Warren

Delta Psi, Radford University
Lois Domazet Carr

50 Year Pins
Are you celebrating 50 years of Sigma Kappa membership? Fifty year pins are worn with the badge to recognize members initiated in 1952 or before. The pin is a special gift to yourself or for a beloved Sigma Kappa sister, and are available from national headquarters for $7.50. Please contact Cassie Inman, associate director of finance, at national headquarters, at 317-872-3275 ext. 29 or via e-mail at cinman@sigmakappa.org.
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Members of Epsilon Lambda (California State University, Sacramento) chapter participated in the Alzheimer’s Memory Walk held on the campus of California State University, Sacramento.